Interaction of methanol with amorphous solid water.
The interaction of methanol (MeOH) with amorphous solid water (ASW) composed of D2O molecules, prepared at 125 K on a polycrystalline Ag substrate, was studied with metastable-impact-electron spectroscopy, reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy, and temperature-programmed desorption mass spectroscopy. In connection with the experiments, classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been performed on a single CH3OH molecule adsorbed at the ice surface (T=190 K), providing further insights into the binding and adsorption properties of the molecule at the ice surface. Consistently with the experimental deductions and previous studies, MeOH is found to adsorb with the hydroxyl group pointing toward dangling bonds of the ice surface, the CH3 group being oriented upwards, slightly tilted with respect to the surface normal. It forms the toplayer up to the onset of the simultaneous desorption of D2O and MeOH. At low coverage the adsorption is dominated by the formation of two strong hydrogen bonds as evidenced by the MD results. During the buildup of the first methanol layer on top of an ASW film the MeOH-MeOH interaction via hydrogen-bond formation becomes of importance as well. The interaction of D2O with solid methanol films and the codeposition of MeOH and D2O were also investigated experimentally; these experiments showed that D2O molecules supplied to a solid methanol film become embedded into the film.